Production Upgrade
Problem:
We have minimal streaming systems in place. The main system is mainly for JRC‘s sermon feed and
the sanctuary system is designed for image magnification. We use two good cameras in the
Gathering service. The sanctuary has a deficient main camera with a production camera added to
help. The sanctuary lighting is insufficient for broadcasting. The audio in both services has minimal
to no real control of the sound. These two systems are used to stream live to FaceBook, YouTube
and the website. The two systems are very basic. The James River Campus has one camera for
their stream, a very basic switcher and no real audio control. We cannot super impose words to
songs over live video.
Solution:
Adding more cameras and building a production control room that can handle both services (and
more) at a professional level with future technology in mind will bring us up to standard. Add
broadcast lighting in the sanctuary. Upgrade JRC with additional camera.
We need to reproduce our “in person” experience through a broadcast medium. We have great
communicators and musicians that need broadcast production capabilities that do not diminish
with an online experience. Furthermore, we want to keep in mind possible virtual opportunities for
missions, youth, children, and discipleship ministries.
Did you know that young married couples, ages 24 to 34, who have recently moved into a town,
watch a live streamed church service an average of six times before choosing to attend? In
addition, there is an audience available that work odd hours, travel frequently, are sick or
homebound. We could have a larger audience outside our walls than we do inside, so think of
multistate membership. I could go on and on. It is time!
Project:
The project has several components consisting of a room build-out, production equipment,
infrastructure, including upgrades at the James River Campus.
Room: A sound isolating production room to be built in the unfinished space on the second floor
or what we call the “bowling alley”. (see figures 1-4) This will have a video production area, sound
booth, and equipment closet. This placement will save on cost in construction and wiring
installation.
Equipment: Add cameras to cover both the Gathering and Traditional. Audio mixer integration
with both sound booths. Additional items to cover switching, comms, shading, graphics, audio
booth, camera control and upgrade sanctuary lighting.

Infrastructure: We have a good audio and video infrastructure started with the upgrades to the
commons. We can build off this to tie in the sanctuary, commons/Gathering, parlor and choir
room. This will have future growth ability.
James River Campus: Add a new camera and install an existing switcher.
Cost:
Room Build
Construction
HVAC
Electrical
AV
Furniture
Vi 1000
Vi 2000
Contingency

$35,328
$14,188
$7,750
$252,705
$4,800*
$11,600
$20,600
$15,000

Total

$361,971
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